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What is the goal of Science?

“The purpose of science is to find meaningful simplicity

in the midst of disorderly complexity” 

Herbert Simon



What is the goal of Science?

“The purpose of science is to find meaningful simplicity

in the midst of disorderly complexity” 

Herbert Simon

This can also serve to describe the goal of clustering.

● given a lot of complex data, find simple structures
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data
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clustered data 



Real data

what are the “clusters”?



Clustering real data

In real life, data is often:

● high-dimensional
○ each “data point” is described by thousands of numbers

● abundant
○ there might be hundreds of thousands of data points

● structured 
○ data points are not just a bunch of numbers, 

but e.g. DNA sequences or networks themselves

● noisy
○ data has measurement errors, missing data, … 

how to find the clusters?



General principle

Split the data into (disjoint) groups, such that 

● similar things are in the same groups, 

and

● non-similar things are in different groups.

The groups we call clusters. 
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Clustering real data

Insight 1: 

● there are no “true” clusters in the data
● what is the “correct” clustering depends on 

the observer/task/goal/interests/application/...

detective stories

science fiction

for
childrenfor adults

DVDs
books



Real data

what are the “clusters”?



Real data

similar gene expression profiles



Real data

similar clinical symptoms



General principle

Split the data into (disjoint) groups, such that 

● similar things are in the same groups, 

and

● non-similar things are in different groups.

This makes sense only if we specify what we mean by similar.

● similar genre? media format? target audience? … 



Clustering in a computer
Computers famously only do what you tell them to do.

Clustering needs a similarity, so have to provide one:

def sim(x,y):  # pairwise similarity between x and y
   do something that involves x and y
   return value

Typically, similarities are most useful if they are
- non-negative: sim(x,y) >= 0 
- symmetric:  sim(x,y) = sim(y,x) 

Sometimes, more convenient to think of distances instead
(high similarity <-> low distance  and vice versa).



Back to the general principle

Split the data into (disjoint) groups, such that 

● similar things are in the same groups, 

and

● non-similar things are in different groups.

Do we really need both?



Back to the general principle

Split the data into (disjoint) groups, such that 

● similar things are in the same groups, 

and

● non-similar things are in different groups.

Do we really need both? YES!



Clustering in a computer
Computers are also famously pedantic.

Imagine you tell the computer to

Split the data into groups, such that 

● similar things are in the same groups.

What would happen?



Clustering in a computer
Computers are also famously pedantic.

Imagine you tell the computer to

Split the data into groups, such that 

● similar things are in the same groups.

What would happen?

It would create a single group that contains all things.
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Clustering in a computer
Computers are also famously pedantic.

Imagine you tell the computer to

Split the data into groups, such that 

● non-similar things are in different groups.

What would happen?

It would create as many groups as there are things, each 
group containing a single thing. 



General principle
Now we are convinced that we need both conditions.

Split the data into (disjoint) groups, such that 

● similar things are in the same groups, 

and

● non-similar things are in different groups.
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General principle
Now we are convinced that we need both conditions.

Split the data into (disjoint) groups, such that 

● similar things are in the same groups, 

and

● non-similar things are in different groups.

Punchline: We can’t always fulfill both at the same time!
For real data: We can never fulfill both at the same time!



General principle

how to cluster?

similar

not similar

Image: http://www.iop.org/

similar similar similar similar similar
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Real world clustering needs a trade-off

separate 
dissimilar
things

join 
similar
things



Real world clustering needs a trade-off

ddd

Really, it’s a trade-off between more than two properties….



Clustering in a computer
Let’s look at some real clustering algorithms:

single linkage clustering, complete linkage 
clustering, average linkage clustering, 
spectral clustering, min-cut clustering, 
normalized cut clustering, biclustering, 
correlation clustering, k-means, k-medians, 
k-medoids, Gaussian mixture clustering, 
mean shift, medoid shift, affinity 
propagation, ant colony clustering

Too many… 



Clustering in a computer
Let’s cluster the clustering algorithms ;-)

● Connectivity-based clustering 
○ single linkage clustering, complete linkage clustering, 

average linkage clustering

● Graph-based clustering
○ spectral clustering, min-cut clustering, normalized cut, correlation clustering

● Centroid-based clustering
○ k-means, k-medians, k-medoids

● Distribution-based clustering
○ Gaussian mixture clustering

● Density-based clustering
○ mean shift, median shift

● Others 
○ affinity propagation, ant colony clustering, biclustering



Excurse… how DO people select a clustering method?
Many reasons, typically ad hoc:

● “easy to use, no need to tune parameters”
● “available in my favorite software package”
● “freely downloadable from the web”
● “runs really fast”
● “worked for a friend of mine (on a different problem)”
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● “it’s called cluster, you only have to click on the icon,   

and the publication has 13000 citations”
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Excurse… how DO people select a clustering method?
Many reasons, typically ad hoc:

● “easy to use, no need to tune parameters”
● “available in my favorite software package”
● “freely downloadable from the web”
● “runs really fast”
● “worked for a friend of mine (on a different problem)”
● “it’s called cluster, you only have to click on the icon,

and the publication has 13000 citations” ← IST faculty 

We already saw: the “right” clustering depends on the task.
There is no one best clustering algorithm for everything. 
(and that’s actually a mathematically provable statement)



Excurse… how DO people select a clustering method?
(example courtesy of S. Ben-David)

Imagine, your data is an illness you have and the clustering 
algorithms are the medicine. 
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Then

● “easy to use, no need to tune parameters”

becomes 

● “take this pill, it’s really easy to swallow”



Excurse… how DO people select a clustering method?
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Imagine, your data is an illness you have and the clustering 
algorithms are the medicine. 

Then

● “available in my favorite software package”

becomes 

● “take this pill, I found it in my medicine cabinet”



Excurse… how DO people select a clustering method?
(example courtesy of S. Ben-David)

Imagine, your data is an illness you have and the clustering 
algorithms are the medicine. 

Then

● “freely downloadable from the web”

becomes 

● “take this pill, I got it as a free sample”



Excurse… how DO people select a clustering method?
(example courtesy of S. Ben-David)

Imagine, your data is an illness you have and the clustering 
algorithms are the medicine. 

Then

● “worked for a friend of mine (on a different problem)”

becomes 

● “take this pill, it worked for a friend of mine (when
he had a different illness)”



Excurse… how DO people select a clustering method?
(example courtesy of S. Ben-David)

Imagine, your data is an illness you have and the clustering 
algorithms are the medicine. 

Then

● “it’s called cluster, you only have to click on the icon, 
and the publication has 13000 citations”

becomes 

● “take this pill, it’s call medicine, it’s easy to take out 
of the box, and its inventor got rich and famous.”



How SHOULD you select a clustering method?

1) find out what properties you want

2) select a method with appropriate properties



How SHOULD you select a clustering method?

1) find out what properties you want

2) select a method with appropriate properties

For that, of course you have to know:

1) what you want   ← I can’t help you with that.

2) which method has which properties ← the rest of the lecture



Clustering in a computer
Different groups of clustering algorithms: 

● Connectivity-based clustering 
○ single linkage clustering, complete linkage clustering, 

average linkage clustering

● Graph-based clustering
○ spectral clustering, min-cut clustering, normalized cut, correlation clustering

● Centroid-based clustering
○ k-means, k-medians, k-medoids

● Distribution-based clustering
○ Gaussian mixture clustering

● Density-based clustering
○ mean shift, median shift

● Others 
○ affinity propagation, ant colony clustering, biclustering



Connectivity-based/Agglomerative Clustering
A family of algorithms using the same strategy:

● initially: each data point is a cluster of its own 
● repeat

○ identify the two clusters that are most similar to each other 
and merge them

● until only 1 cluster is left



Connectivity-based/Agglomerative Clustering
A family of algorithms using the same strategy:

● initially: each data point is a cluster of its own 
● repeat

○ identify the two clusters that are most similar to each other 
and merge them

● until only 1 cluster is left

What is the result?

● not just one clustering but a sequence of clusterings
with fewer and fewer clusters → a hierarchy 

● the user must decide which level is appropriate



Connectivity-based/Agglomerative Clustering
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schematics hierarchical clustering of expression data



Connectivity-based/Agglomerative Clustering
Family of algorithms using the same strategy:

● initially: each data point is a cluster of its own 
● repeat

○ identify the two clusters that are most similar to each other 
and merge them

● until only 1 cluster is left

What do we need?

● not just a way to measure similarity between objects,
but a similarity between clusters 



Connectivity-based/Agglomerative Clustering
Different choice leads to very different algorithms:

“single linkage”: similarity between clusters is the 
highest similarity between any of their elements

“average linkage”: similarity between clusters is the 
average similarity between any of their elements

“complete linkage”: similarity between clusters is the 
smallest similarity between any of their elements



Connectivity-based Clustering
Different choice leads to very different algorithms:



+ similar things are 
groups together

- dissimilar things 
are separated

- balanced clusters
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groups together
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- similar things are 
groups together
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are separated
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Connectivity-based/Agglomerative Clustering
Family of algorithms using the same strategy:

● initially: each data point is a cluster of its own 
● repeat

○ identify the two clusters that are most similar to each other 
and merge them

● until only 1 cluster is left

What don’t you get?

● the number of clusters
● representatives for each cluster



Centroid-based clustering
Family of algorithms using the same strategy:

● identify a set of “cluster centers”
● assign each data point to its most similar center

What would you prefer as a “cluster centers”?

● only original data points 
○ k-medoid or vector quantization

● linear combinations of data points (for vector data)
○ k-means



k-medoid clustering
Parameter: number of clusters you want, k
1) randomly pick k data points as cluster centers
2) repeat

- assign each points to its closest cluster center
- within each cluster, identify the point with 
  highest average similarity to all others

3) until the assignments do not change anymore 

Results: k cluster centers (that are original data points)
assignments of each data point to a cluster



k-means clustering
Parameter: number of clusters you want, k
1) choose as many data points as necessary 
2) repeat

- assign each points to its closest cluster center
- within each cluster, compute a new cluster center

         as the average vector of all points
3) until the assignments do not change anymore 

Results: k cluster center vectors (not original data points)
assignments of each data point to a cluster



k-medoid, k-means clustering

- similar things are 
  groups together

+ dissimilar things 
  are separated

+ balanced 
  cluster sizes

Image: http://blog.mpacula.com/2011/04/27/k-means-clustering-example-python/



Learned vector quantization
Parameter: max.distance of points to their cluster center, d
1) select best subset data points as cluster centers such that

- for each data points a center lies at distance at most d 
2) assign each data points to its closest 

How to select? Integer-Linear Optimization problem (ILP)

Results: some number of cluster centers (data points)
assignments of each data point to a cluster



Learned vector quantization

- similar things are 
  groups together

+ dissimilar things 
  are separated

- balanced cluster sizes

+ balanced cluster radii

locations of 36,023 
red cross volunteers

cluster centers at 
20km radius



Learned vector quantization

Image: Kvon EZ, Kazmar T, Stampfel G*, Yáñez-Cuna JO*, Pagani M, Schernhuber K, Dickson BJ, Stark A. Genome-scale functional characterization of Drosophila developmental enhancers in vivo. Nature, 2014. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature13395


Learned vector quantization

Image: Kvon EZ, Kazmar T, Stampfel G*, Yáñez-Cuna JO*, Pagani M, Schernhuber K, Dickson BJ, Stark A. Genome-scale functional characterization of Drosophila developmental enhancers in vivo. Nature, 2014. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature13395


Affinity Propagation
● create two matrices: R “responsibility”, A “availability”

○ r(i,k): how well-suited is datapoint i to represent the datapoint k
○ a(i,k): how appropriate would it be for data i to represent data k

● initialize

● repeat 

● until no more changed, or a fixed number of times



Affinity Propagation
What properties will 
the clusters have?



Affinity Propagation
What properties will 
the clusters have? no clue

?? similar things are 
   groups together

?? dissimilar things 
   are separated

?? balanced cluster sizes



Affinity Propagation
What properties will 
the clusters have? no clue

?? similar things are 
   groups together

?? dissimilar things 
   are separated

?? balanced cluster sizes

~4800 citations 



Ant Colony Optimization Clustering



Bonus track: Bi-Clustering



Real data

What, if we think that there are clusters in the data, 
but only with respect to some aspect of the measurements?
For example:

- rows 1-5 are similar to each other with respect to columns A-E
- rows 11-19 are similar to each other with respect to column H-M



Real data
very common for gene 
expression data under 
different conditions:

● under some conditions, 
some gene are co-expressed

● under other conditions,
other genes are co-expressed

Image: Li G, Ma Q, Tang H, Paterson AH, Xu Y, “QUBIC: a qualitative biclustering algorithm for analyses of gene expression data.”  Nucleic Acids Res. (2009)



Biclustering
Given: a matrix of similarity values

Goal: identify subsets of rows that are similar to each other 
with respect some subset of columns (or vice versa)

original data matrix
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Biclustering
Given: a matrix of similarity values

Goal: identify subsets of rows that are similar to each other 
with respect some subset of columns (or vice versa)

original data matrix identified row/column groups reshuffled matrix for visualization



Bonus track:
Dimensionality Reduction



Fact 1) Real data is often high-dimensional.

Fact 2) Distances in high dimensions behave in a weird way.



Fact 1) Real data is often high-dimensional.

Fact 2) Distances in high dimensions behave in a weird way.

What’s  dmax/dmin  for typical data?





Idea: first reduce dimensionality of data, e.g. with t-SNE

Demo: http://colah.github.io/posts/2014-10-Visualizing-MNIST/

http://colah.github.io/posts/2014-10-Visualizing-MNIST/


Image: Federico Stella (Csicsvari group)

Spike sorting: which spikes belong to individual neurons?

1) use t-SNE to transform 
spikes from 12 to 2 
dimensions

2) draw clusters
by hand

3) (ideally) each 
cluster corresponds 
to one cell



Summary
● Clustering is a way to find structure in data.

○ Put similar things together, dissimilar things apart. 

● Clustering is fundamentally task-dependent.
○ There are many methods with different characteristics.
○ There is no absolute “right” or “wrong” clustering.

What we didn’t speak about...
● How many clusters to use?

○ This question is so fundamental that it turned into a running gag.

● How efficient are these algorithms?


